Dear NES Members, dear Colleagues, dear friends,
I am pleased to inform you that the 45th Congress of the Neurootological and Equilibriometric
Society in Kyiv (Ukraine) was successfully performed.
Resume of the 45th Congress:
Resuming all the presentations and discussions we assume the followings:
Vertigo and dizziness are two different nosologies, different treatment is necessary. There are
scientific neurootological societies, we need standardization ot the diagnostic and management
procedures as well as cooperation between them. We agreed to create virtual interconnected
platform at the website http://happyvertigo.com/
Members’ Assembly decisions:
The members’ assembly was held on 23th of May.
We elected the new headquarter: President: Dr Ágnes Szirmai (Budapest, Hungary), Vice-president:
Dr. Hideaki Sakata (Tokyo, Japan). The secretaries are Dr Beáta Bencsik (Budapest, Hungary), and
Dr Panayiota Mavrogeni (Limassol, Cyprus) and the treasurer: Eng. Gábor Bencze (Budapest,
Hungary). We elected the scientific coordinator; he is Dr Kostiantyn Trinus (Kyiv, Ukraine).
Since the International tinnitus Journal became an open access journal, the members’ assembly
decided that for the NES members only the “free of charge” position is acceptable, unless we
declare that NES are independent from ITJ, and prohibit use the term „Official Journal of NES”.
The foundation of BUDAPEST award:

Our aim is to increase the young NES member’s number, and the scientific impact of NES. To
achieve this reason, we accept the foundation of BUDAPEST AWARD: The winner is the best
lecture of the NES Congress presented by a young NES member. Only the first author can win the
award. First author must be a NES member for a year, and he/she must be up to 40 years old.
Award: 300 Euros + free registration for the next NES congress.
Decision about the winner: votes of the NES headquarter (president, secretaries, vice-president,
scientific coordinator), based on the abstract’s scientific merit. We are waiting for young doctors
and scientists!
Membership fee:
The payment of the membership fee is necessary to maintain our society. The membership fee of
the Neurootological and Equilibriometric Society is remaining 50 Euros. The deadline of the
payment is 31st March in every year. If you don’t pay the membership fee of thy year already,
please do it as soon as possible!
Bank Account data:

Name of the bank: OTP Bank Nyrt., 1051 Budapest, Nádor u. 16.
Our bank account:
Branch address: OTP BANK NYRT. BUDAPESTI RÉGIÓ XVIII. KERÜLETI FIÓK. 1118
BUDAPEST ÜLLŐI ÚT 377., Account number: 11718000 – 21102217, IBAN: HU08 1171800021102217-00000000, SWIFT code: OTPVHUHB
Upcoming, 46th congress of the NES:
I am very pleased to tell you that the upcoming NES congress will be held in Tokyo, Japan, 29th
May- June 1st 2019, under the chairmanship of Dr Hideaki Sakata. The flyer is in the attachment.
Please, save the date!
I hope that we will meet in Tokyo in 2019.
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